A strategy for single site PCR amplification of dsDNA: priming digested cloned or genomic DNA from an anchor-modified restriction site and a short internal sequence.
Amplification of dsDNA by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has been limited to those instances in which segments of known sequence flank the fragment to be amplified. A strategy for the PCR amplification of cloned or genomic dsDNA that necessitates sequence information from only a single short segment (single site PCR) has been devised. The region of known sequence may be located at any position within or adjacent to the segment to be amplified. The basic procedure for amplification consists of 1) digestion of dsDNA with one or more restriction enzymes, 2) ligation with a universal anchor adaptor and 3) PCR amplification using an anchor primer and the primer for the single site of known sequence. The anchor adaptor is designed in such a way as to facilitate the amplification of only those fragments containing the sequence of interest. We have demonstrated the utility of this technique by specifically amplifying and directly sequencing antibody variable region genes from cloned dsDNA and from genomic DNA.